
Welcome 
to the 
Space
All in one place



Our Mission
| The Space platform aims to educate individuals 

unfamiliar with Web3, especially those transitioning 
from Web2, by providing training and resources.

| Space will offer opportunities for individuals already 
knowledgeable about Web3 to expand their skills, such 
as learning how to create high-quality content, while 
fostering a community where experienced Web3 users 
can support newcomers from Web2.



Links
Explore and Connect: Key Resources and Community

spaceplatform.xyz twitter.com/injspace discord.gg/ngwbZy3BHs

CLICK

https://spaceplatform.xyz/
https://twitter.com/injspace
https://discord.gg/ngwbZy3BHs


All Events on Injective Ecosystem Explorer

All Injective Ecosystem News Useful links

Information for ambassadors Space Media

NFT Dashboard Upcoming meetups

All in One Place
The main goal is to collect all blockchain partner information, where all 
activities in the blockchain ecosystem as well as important news will be 
taken into account.



Core Principles

All our developments and plans are open to our 
community. We strive to interact with the crypto 
community as much as possible


Our platform always strives to offer the user the 
best Space experience, for this purpose we have 
built a team that constantly monitors Web3 trends 
and implements new ideas and suggestions.

OpennessUniqueness



our 
ecosystem
What use cases and goals are we focused on?



Goals

Clear the NFT market of scam and illiquid collections

Create a large and engaged community for the 
future of Injective

Our community has burned 2,400 scam NFTs in 
the 2 months BBB has been in operation 

Burn Burn Baby is first NFT project to 
burn illiquid NFT on Injective in 
exchange for high quality NFT from 
new collection

twitter.com/injbbb burn burn docs

https://twitter.com/injbbb
https://injspace.notion.site/BBB-Burn-Burn-Baby-Free-Mint-NFT-c19cd937eac74a8bb62ad49ab9389bd6


twitter.com/INJNFTExplorer

Goals

Create a large database that will help users 
understand the NFT market

Build an assessment system that will help 
determine intentions of projects at an early stage 
and protect users from scam

INJNFTExplorer is community 
dedicated to NFT on Injective, 
where you will always find the 
latest information!

https://twitter.com/INJNFTExplorer


Volunteer 
Program

Space Volunteer Program, portal to Web3! 
Exclusive Volunteer program to become a Space 
leader, increase your online presence and explore 
unique opportunities in the world of Web3

Whether you're creating videos, writing reviews, or 
doing community service, there's a place for 
everyone!



Opportunities

Unlock Extra Rewards

Grow Yourself

Join an exciting community

Discover S-List Volunteers

Volunteer Opportunities



PLATFORM 
TECHNOLOGIES
Open up the possibilities in a new way



SPACE CARD
Technology that tracks a user rating in all 
possible areas related to their interaction with 
the ecosystem and similar to the basic idea on 
Gitcoin Pass, will also be on Space platform!

Track your personal metrics and improve them

Upgrade your Card with banners, NFT, 
achievements and show yourself at your best

Receive future airdrops from partners based on 
your Space Card performance

MINT CARD

UPGRADE CARD

USE INJECTIVE



SEASON PASS
Season Pass will allow you to participate in 

seasonal adventures with tasks that will reward 
you based on your activity.

Complete unique and interesting tasks of the 
seasons, and get to the top of the journey

Collect rewards in seasons, improve yourself 
and explore the Injective ecosystem

Track your performance in the seasons 
leaderboard

EXPLORE SEASONS

COMPLETE TASKS

EARN REWARDS

TRAVEL THROUGH THE ECOSYSTEM



LEARNING PLATFORM
Unique place in Space that facilitates learning 
for each of our users. The program is created 
for people from Web2 who want to learn.

Study courses and upgrade your skills in Web3

Meet interesting personalities and projects, take 
the best skills from them

Get knowledge absolutely for free

UNLOCK COURSES

GROWTH YOURSELF

CHOOSE DIRECTION



space 
campaigns
Our campaigns are designed to engage the audience in the project. 
Participants complete daily tasks on the platform, such as creating 
content, using platform features, and competing for prizes and rewards.

campaign start

complete tasks

earn rewards



Touch the 
Leap

The campaign was launched in partnership with Leap 
Wallet. The goal of the campaign was to increase 
community interest in Leap and build a community 
around the wallet

Results

More 200 participants

More 2000 complete Quests

More 500 unique content was created

An active and interested community was involved 
in Leap Wallet



Burn Burn 
Campaign

The campaign was launched in partnership with Burn 
Burn Baby. The purpose of the campaign was to 
familiarize the community with the collection and to clear 
the NFT market of collection scams

Results

Over 500 NFT Burned on Injective

Over 900 unique content

Over 300 participants

Over 3000 claimed tasks



the end


